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Shop  Double Wheelie Bin Storage

Bellus Double Wheelie Bin & 4 Recycling Box Storage
/

 (25 customer reviews)

 £609.99

Are you tired of seeing wheelie bins in the drive? Don’t know what to do with those council recycling bins? Then take a look

at this double wheelie bin and four recycle box store. This wheelie bin and recycling box storage looks excellent in any

garden or driveway. It’s made right here in the UK from planed pressure-treated timber and is built to last. Our bin and box

stores solve the unsightly rubbish and recycling bin problems.

1  

SKU: bellus-2-bin-4-box-store

Categories: Bin & Box Combination Storage, Double Wheelie Bin Storage

£649.99

-- ++ Add to basket

Free UK delivery to most postcodes

10-year guarantee against rot

Fast delivery in 7 to 10 working days.

Sale!
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Any Questions?

You can  or use our live chat.contact us

4.5/5 from 800+ reviews

Description

About the Bellus Double Wheelie Bin & 4 Recycling Box Storage Chest

Please note this unit is the same design as all bin stores in our Bellus range, but we don't have photographs of the actual two-bin and

four-box models. Look at the  if you need a more precise idea of design.

Why You Need a Store

Wheelie bins and recycling boxes are pretty standard these days, but they do have their problems. Bins are unattractive, smell bad, and

are tipped over by animals, kids or lousy weather. Recycling boxes are just a nightmare; are you supposed to keep them in the house? Or

leave them exposed to the weather? That's why you need a bin and recycle box store! You'll keep everything hidden away, out of sight, and

safe and secure!

A Question of Size

You're looking at a large box with four different compartments. Two compartments are designed to hold standard-sized wheelie bins, and

two compartments are spilt with a horizontal shelf, allowing you to �t four standard recycling boxes in. This is the perfect size for the

average family, but you must ensure enough room on your property for the store (and open doors and lids!). The actual measurements

here are:

External Dimensions: 1200 x 2615 x 804mm (H/W/D)

Internal Dimensions: 1090 x 650-650-540-540mm (Each Compartment) x 750mm (H/W/D)

The unit �ts a 240-litre wheelie bin, so it will also accommodate bins in 180 and 140-litre sizes.

Technical Drawing:

Storage for 2 x 240-litre wheelie bins and four recycling boxes

Fully enclosed four-sided unit with four opening doors and lids

Free Standing

Pressure-treated timber from renewable sources

Flat-packed with clear, assemble instructions, �xtures and �ttings

Automatic bin lid opening via a connecting chain

Made in the UK

10-year guarantee against rot
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Quality and Materials

Only the best will do regarding materials; you don't want your bin store to fall apart! The wood used is pressure-treated redwood, meaning

that not only is it naturally solid and durable, but it's also protected against inclement weather. The only necessary maintenance is to

treat the wood with a stain once a year to keep it tip-top. If the environment is a concern, know that all wood is sourced from renewable

resources. And even better, this is a UK product made in the North of England, so you're buying British!

What Else Should You Know?

We've got a few more things to tell you. The lids come with chains included so that you can connect the store lid to your bin lid and open

both simultaneously for convenience. There are also outward opening doors allowing you to get bins and boxes in and out quickly. If

security is a worry, we can arrange for locking hasps for doors and lids so everything will be safe!

Also included is a galvanised �oor bar that runs underneath the doors, af�xed solidly to the side panels to preserve the unit's geometric

integrity.

Since the store is self-standing, you can put it anywhere, but there's also the option to anchor it into the ground or a base. You will need

to construct the store from a �at pack, but this requires no real skills, and you'll need only basic tools and an hour or so of your time.

Bottom Line Time

Why have wheelie bins and recycling boxes cluttering up your property and decreasing kerbside appeal when you can hide them all away

in this perfect store? Your garden will look beautiful, your neighbours will be jealous, and you will hide your bins and boxes away forever.

Additional information

PRODUCT TYPE Wheelie Bin & Recycle Box Store

EXTERNAL
DIMENSIONS: 1200 x 2630 x 804mm (H/W/D)


